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Abstract
The reflectivity of a short-pulse laser at intensities of ´ -2 10 Wcm21 2 with ultra-high contrast
( -10 15) on sub-micrometer silicon nitride foils was studied experimentally using varying polarizations
and target thicknesses. The reflected intensity and beamquality were found to be relatively constant
with respect to intensity for bulk targets. For submicron targets, themeasured reflectivity drops
substantially without a corresponding increase in transmission, indicating increased conversion of
fundamental to other wavelengths and particle heating. Experimental results and trends observed in
3Dparticle-in-cell simulations emphasize the critical role of ionmotion due to radiation pressure on
the absorption process. Ionmotion during ultra-short pulses enhances the electron heating, which
subsequently transfersmore energy to the ions.

1. Introduction

Recently, significant advances in peak power and repetition rate have beenmade in the technology of ultra-
short-pulse laser systems (pulse length<100 fs) [1, 2]. These lasers enable the investigation of the ‘ultra-
relativistic’ regime in plasma physics, inwhich the laser electric field is far beyond that necessary to accelerate an
electron to relativistic velocities (e.g. -I 10 Wcm0

18 2). Laser-solid interactions at these intensities havemany
interesting applications including laser-driven ion acceleration, extreme ultraviolet and x-ray generation, and
neutron generation [3–7].

A laser transfers energy efficiently to electrons in a plasma at the reflection point or ‘critical density’, i.e. the

point where the laser frequency w0 is equal to the plasma frequency w p= e n m4p
2

e e (where e is the electron
charge, ne is the electron density, andme is themass of the electron). At electron densities below the critical
density the plasma is transparent. At ultra-relativistic intensities, the laser imposes a substantial radiation
pressure on the plasma andmay displace the electrons and ions in the plasma, resulting in ‘hole-boring’ [8]. The
electrons respondmuch faster than the relativelymassive ions, so that a thermal or electrostatic restoring force
occurs if the electrons are displaced.However, during the laser pulse, energy can be transferred directly to the
ions due to the electrostatic restoring force. For sufficiently thin plasmas, the radiation pressuremay begin to
accelerate the ions uniformly, commonly known as the laser piston or radiation pressure acceleration (RPA)
regime [9–12]. Furthermore, at such high intensities the critical density itself changes as the effectivemass of the
electron increases. The relativistic critical density is simply the critical densitymultiplied by the Lorentz factor,

g =
- ( )v c

1

1 2
.When a laser pulse is sufficiently intense such that the plasma is opaque for lower intensities, but

underdense for this relativistic critical density the plasma is said to become relativistically transparent.
Despite advances in laser technology, there is still substantial difficulty in performing an experiment in this

regime. Critically, the density profile of a solid density target when the laser pulse arrives is rarely well
characterized or controlled, causing substantial variations in the amount of laser energy absorbed and the
number of suprathermal, or ‘hot’ electrons produced [13–15]. This preformed plasma is generated from laser
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prepulses that are difficult to avoid inmodern laser systems. The amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) is a
nanosecond duration pulse that causes hydrodynamic expansion of the target, resulting in an exponential
preplasma density profile that typically extendsmanywavelengths into the vacuum [16]. For ultrathin targets,
this can lower the density substantially, even to the point of being below critical density. The ratio of laser
intensity between themain pulse and these prepulses is known as the ‘laser contrast’ ratio. Since the laser focus is
typically Gaussian-like, the preplasma profile is not spatially uniform across the focal diameter, which can cause
significantly higher laser absorption [17, 18].

It is advantageous to develop scaling laws for laser absorption based on laser intensity orfluence.However, in
recent work distinct trends have begun to emerge that suggest that pulse duration is an important parameter that
cannot be decoupled from intensity [19, 20]. One reason for this disparity is that thewell-established absorption
mechanisms such as Brunel or relativistic ´

 
J B absorption do not account for ionmotion [21, 22]. In this

article, we isolate dominant absorptionmechanisms at ultra-high intensities by varying the incident polarization
and the target thickness. Conventional absorptionmechanisms are present for thick targets and p polarized
incident light, whereas they are suppressed for s polarization. For thin targets where the radiation pressure
becomes significant a dramatic increase in absorption occurs. 3D particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations performed
highlight the importance of ionmotion in the absorption process, where deviations from1Dgeometries cause
the RPA to direct energy into thermal heating and electron and ion transversemomentum.

2. Experimental setup

The experiments were performed using theHERCULES laser facility at University ofMichigan, a Ti:sapphire
system (l = 800 nm) producing laser pulses with t = 40 fs duration full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)
and an inherent ASE intensity contrast of -10 11 [23]. Prior to the experimental chamber,mirrors in a secondary
chamber focus the amplified pulse onto a pair of anti-reflection coated BK7 glass substrates that act as plasma
mirrors [24, 25]. Each plasmamirror reflects<0.15% of s polarized light at 810 nmat low intensities while
possessing ameasured reflectivity of 65%–70%at high intensity, producing a nanosecond-level ASE contrast of
< -10 15 [26]. This contrast improvement prevents preplasma formation until 1 ps before themain pulse
interaction, so that the density profiles remain extremely sharp ( l~ 10). After the plasmamirrors, an in situ
Mica half-waveplate enables changes to the polarization.

In this experiment, the laser delivered 1.5 (±0.2) joules to the target with 55% of the energy in a 1.2 μm
FWHMfocal spot via an f 1off-axis parabolic (OAP)mirror, as shown infigure 1. This results in an on-target
intensity of ´ -2 10 Wcm21 2 ( a 300 ). A near diffraction limited spot size with a Strehl ratio of 0.6–0.99was
attained by using a deformablemirror (DM,Xinetics).

The targets used in the experiment were free-standing silicon nitridemembranes (SiN)with thicknesses of
30–100 nm, 1 μmMylar (C H O10 8 4) foils, and polished silicon and fused silica wafers, whichwill be collectively
referred to as ‘bulk.’These targets possess higher damage threshold thanmetallic targets, which in turnwill
further suppress the formation of preplasma. The targets were positioned at the laser focuswith an accuracy of

Figure 1. Schematic of experimental setup. The laser (red lines) is directed to aDMbefore being focused by anOAPmirror. Screens
collect the reflected light and transmitted light, which are imaged outside of the chamber. Extreme ultraviolet (EUV) light ismeasured
with an EUV spectrometer, while x-rays aremeasured via a P-I-N diode and aNaI scintillator behind lead shielding.
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m2 m (half of the Rayleigh length) at an incidence angle of 45 degrees. A P-I-N diodewith a 25 μmBe Filter
and dipolemagnet in frontmeasured x-ray emission above 2 keV from the interaction region on the front side of
the target. A sodium iodide detector and a plastic scintillator (EJ-204)were usedwith 10 cmof lead shielding at a
position of 2.7 and 9.45 m respectively, tomeasure high-energy bremsstrahlung radiation from the interaction
that arises from suprathermal electrons interactingwith solid densitymaterial. The yield of both of these x-rays
aremaximized at the optimal focal position.

Laser light was reflected from the target to a scattering screen positioned 10 cm from the interaction,
equivalent to a focal length. This screenwas imaged onto aCCDwith calibrated neutral density filters and an
interference band-passfilter (100 nm lD ) to examine the reflected 800 nm light. The screenwas calibratedwith
low-energy laser pulses and a calorimeter. A small hole in the screenwas present to enablemeasurement of the
EUV emissionwith an EUV spectrometer [27]. The screenwas positioned to collect all detectable specular light.
A transmitted light screenwas also present in a similar configuration behind the target. An optical imaging
spectrometer (HoribaMicroHR)was used tomeasure the spectrumof the reflected light. The spectrometer
shared the same beampath as theCCD tomeasure energy, using awedged fused silica beamsplitter to enable
simultaneousmeasurements. For some shots, an infrared filter (Schott Glass BG-39)was added tomeasure the
spectrumof the second harmonic signal.

3. Results

Reflectivity for targets>1 μmwere consistent acrossmaterials and are plotted as a single data point in
figure 2(a). For the bulk targets, s and p polarized light reflecting 56 4% and 20 2% of the fundamental,
respectively. P polarized light shows a higher absorption due to Brunel absorption [21] and increased second
harmonic generation [28]. Reflectivity was found to beweakly dependent on intensity, with reflectivity for both
polarizations increasing by roughly 10% as the target wasmoved m40 m out of focus, corresponding to an
intensity of ´ -8 10 Wcm17 2. The beamprofiles for s polarizationwere clear and sharp and closely resembled
the beamat low intensity, as shown infigure 3(a). In the p polarization case, the reflected beamprofile showed
significantmodulation in the amplitude and spatial shape that varied shot to shot. An example profile is shown
infigure 3(b). A focal scanwas performedwith fused silica for both polarizations, and the reflectivities are shown
infigure 2(b). This shows the general trend expected from varying the intensity, though defocusing the beam
produces a foci, which is highly structured and is shown for qualitative purposes only.

The reflectivity dropped substantially as the target thickness decreased below 100 nm, as shown infigure 2. S
polarized reflectivity dropped to 11 2% for 30 nm targets, while the reflectivity dropped to 7 2% for p

Figure 2. (a)Reflectivity as a function of target thickness formultiple targets for s (red squares) and p polarization (blue diamonds).
Targets with thickness 1 μmor larger are considered ‘bulk’ and are represented by the 1 μmdata point, since reflectivity did not
change beyond this thickness. Lines are shown for visual aid only. (b) Focal scan of bulk fused silica targets for s (red squares) and p
polarization (blue diamonds). Each data point represents a single shot.
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polarization. In addition, the beamprofile for both polarizations presentedwith significantmodulation that
varied shot to shot as shown infigures 3(c) and (d). Althoughmodulated, the beamprofiles had awell-defined
diameter suggesting that the light is not simply being scattered into a larger cone. No transmitted laser energy
was observedwithin experimental uncertainty (<5%). On the EUV spectrometer, no high harmonic signal was
observed for either ultrathin targets or s polarization; and for the ultrathin targets negligible recombination or
blackbody continuumwas observed. All targets showed comparable signals for the scintillator detectors, though
for the ultrathin targets both polarizations generated a signal»5 timesweaker on the PINdiode than for the
thicker targets. The optical spectrumwas relatively consistent between shots, with blueshifts of up to 7 nmbeing
present for the thin foils. The second harmonic signal was observed for some shots, but poor dynamic range and
low signal preventedmore quantitative data being reported.

The reflected beamprofile screens, being the primary result, are shown againwith a different color scale in
figure 4. The color scale is chosen such that the hard edge of the beammay be determined. This demonstrates
that the reflected light is not simply being sent to amuch larger solid angle that overfills the screen. The beams,
though clearlymodulated, still appear entirely on the screen. Thus, the fundamental light is converted to another
formof energy. The unamplified beam is also shown for reference, though it should be noted that in this laser
system the unamplified beam is slightly larger than the power amplifier’s aperture and exhibits clipping and
diffraction rings that are not present in the amplified beam.

The EUV spectrometer used in the experiments is a customdesign that enablesmeasurements across awide
spectrum in a single shot. To block lower frequencies from entering the spectrometer and saturating the x-ray
CCD (Andor), 800 nmof aluminumwas used as an x-rayfilter; while simultaneously providing a calibration at
the aluminumedge. In a typical interaction, key pieces of information are obtained from the interaction. The hot
plasmawill emit spectral lines containing temperature and density information. Therewill be a broad
background spectrum that arises from the continuum radiation from the plasma. Finally, high harmonic
generation can occur if several conditions aremet.

For this experiment, we observe several key features that provide insight into the interaction. Although the
blackbody spectrumwas suppressed for the ultrathin targets, theOxygenV emission line at 17.2169 nmwas
observed to both broaden and redshift (see figure 5). Oxygen is present fromhydrocarbons andwater vapor that
adhere to the surface of anymaterial exposed to air. The thin targets experience radiation pressure acceleration,
causing the redshift. There is a large reduction of continuum radiationwhen thin targets are used (figure 5(b)).
Thin targets do not have the dense volume, which enables cold return currents or the interaction of hot plasma
in the volume. The hot electrons that are generated at the focus are still produced, and are of sufficient energy
such that their effective stoppingmechanism is the chamber wall, whichwill cause Bremsstrahlung radiation,

Figure 3.Reflected beamprofiles for Si wafer targets at s (a) and p (b) polarizations, and for 30 nmSiN targets at s (c) and p (d)
polarizations. The color scales are the same for the bulk targets and are scaled five times higher for the SiN targets. There is a 1 inch
spacing grid printed on the screen. The screen extends to the edge of the frame.Note that there is a small hole cut in themiddle for
x-ray propagation, and that the bolt from the screenmount obstructs a small portion of the screen near the bottom.
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which is detected by theNaI scintillating detector. Electrons of this energy are sufficiently energetic such that
they do not interact strongly with the target, whether it ismicrons thick or nanometers thick.However, lower-
energy electronswill cause x-rays of considerably lower energy, whichwill interact strongly with the target and
generate lower-energy x-rays. Both of these can be observedwith the x-ray diagnostics, as shown infigure 6.

4. Relativistically intense absorption for thin foils

At intensities exceeding -10 Wcm16 2, the temperature of the plasma rapidly becomes high enough such that
collisions during the interaction can be neglected, and thus collisional absorption is neglected in these
interactions. In addition, the plasmamirrors prevent the long scale lengths necessary for resonance absorption
to be dominant. The remaining high intensity absorptionmechanisms include Brunel absorption and
relativistic ´

 
j B absorption, as well as the zero vector potentialmechanism [29]. The former twomechanisms

describe the transfer of laser energy into electron energy via the electron crossing into a sharp density plasma,
where the distinction arises fromwhether the electron is driven by the laser electric field (Brunel) or themagnetic
field ( ´

 
j B ). For fixed ions, thesemechanisms can only exist with p polarized light, as there is no out-of-plane

electronmotion for s polarized light. The reflectivities for thicker targets are consistent with the lower-intensity
studies performed, such as the case for plasmamirrors [24, 30]. Increasing the laser contrastminimizes

Figure 4.Reflected beamprofiles of the fundamental laser pulse for a variety of conditions. (a), (b), (d), (e)The same images as figure 2,
with the same color scale. The color scale is taken such that any light above three standard deviations of the background noise appears
black. (c)The reflectivity profile from the low-power amplified beam. (f)The background shotwith no laser interaction.

Figure 5. (a)Experimental lineouts of theOxygenV emission line. The emission line is close to the aluminumedge, which is present
due to the x-ray filter. (b)Raw spectrometer images of the interactions, with increasing energy to the left.
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preplasma, and in turnminimizes the amount of plasma that exists below the critical density [31]. For very high
contrast, scale lengths on the order of tens of nmmay be achieved, which is sufficiently thin to suppress high
harmonic generation [32–34]. For the bulk targets, the plasma pressure due to the high density is substantial
enough such that the ionmotion is negligible. Then, the two polarizations of the bulk target represent a
comparison between having the absorptionmechanisms present and not (p polarization and s polarization,
respectively).

In all shots, the reflected light came out in awell-defined profile, where the edge of the beam is well defined
(see figure 5). The entirety of the reflected beam lands on the screen, with the exception of the small hole for
x-ray transmission. If the reflected power of the s polarized beamon bulk targets is considered, ameasurement
of the various non-dominant lossmechanisms is extracted. These lossmechanisms include upconversion of
laser light into harmonics, resonance absorption not occurring at resonance, and heating of fast electrons. The
enhancement of absorption due to the dominant Brunel and ´

 
j B mechanisms is then simply the difference

between the s and p polarizations reflected fundamental for bulk targets.
The reflectivity rapidly decreases with target thickness below m1 m. This cannot be due to relativistically-

induced transparency, since there is no detectable transmission of light. The lack of continuumemission, as well
as theweaker signal on the PINdiode clearly demonstrates the reduction of thermal electron bremsstrahlung
radiation and return currents in the thin targets (see figure 6). The consistent signal from the scintillator
detectors implies that high-energy electrons are still produced at the focus, and previous experiments with
similar geometry and targets demonstrated a rise in themaximum ion energy as a function of target thickness
[35]. Preplasma scale length does not varywith target thickness, so the same non-dominantmechanisms from
the bulk targets should have the samemagnitude here. As describedmore in depth in the following section, the
thin targets necessarily include an additionalmeans for laser energy to couple into the plasma, particularly for s
polarization. The change of surface reflectivity as a function of thickness requires the plasma conditions change
on the timescales of the laser pulse duration.

Oxygen originating from contaminants such as water that adhere to the surface of nearly every target provide
ameans of determining themotion of the target surface. The observed redshift implies ionmotion occurring for
the thin targets that is not seen for thicker targets. Although the redshift does not correspondwith the same shift
in the reflected spectrum, this is not an inherent contradiction as the timescale for plasma emission is on a
timescalemuch longer than that of the interaction. The targets, not being relativistically transparent, are unable
to balance the radiation pressure as the thickness decreases. 1D analyticalmodels show that the optimal
thickness for RPA is obtainedwhen the foil thickness is l»

p
L a n

n
0 crit

e
, where n

n
crit

e
is the ratio of critical density to

electron density. For =a 300 at =n 500crit the optimal thickness is 15 nm [10]. The result is that the
measurements of the thin targets show the enhancement of absorption due primarily to the presence of ion
motion. Four distinct regimes are present: (1)Dominant Brunel and ´

 
j B (p polarized bulk), (2)non-

dominant losses (s polarized bulk), (3) dominant ionmotion (s polarized thin), and (4)Brunel and ´
 
j B with

ionmotion (p polarized thin). The reflected beamprofile also reveals the presence of low-frequency
modulations, indicating that the Rayleigh–Taylor-likemechanism is present in this interactionwhen ion
motion is significant. The instability has been inferred previously from the presence offilamentation in the ion
beamand subsequent PIC simulations [36, 37].

Figure 6. (a)PIN x-ray diode signal and (b)NaI scintillator signal for s (blue diamonds) and p (red circles) polarizations as a function
of target density.
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When a relativistically intense laser pulse interacts with a solid density plasma, the plasma surface electrons
oscillate nonlinearly due to the Lorentz force. Since themotion is locked to the laser pulse, the resultant radiation
emission results in harmonic spectra. For higher intensities, the oscillations rapidly accelerate the electrons from
rest to the speed of light, and so the effectivemass also changes, resulting in a ‘gamma spike’when the Lorentz
factor peaks. The ‘relativistic oscillatingmirror’ provides a strongDoppler shift to upconvert the radiation to
much higher photon energies. Alternatively, the rapid change in velocity for the electrons from the gamma
spikes also provides amodel for describing x-ray generation [38]. In thesemodels, the ion surface is assumed to
be constant, which provides a well-defined surface to reference for the generation of harmonics.

The influence of lower-order harmonics should be considered for this experiment, since the diagnostics are
unable tomeasure themdirectly. In recent experiments, it was shown that scaling the intensity for oblique
incidence p polarized short-pulse interactions at intensities up to -10 Wcm21 2 could produce a second
harmonic signal of~22% of themain pulse [28]. For targets where the thickness can be considered semi-
infinite, even and odd harmonics can be generated fromppolarized interactions, while only odd can be
generated from s due to the symmetry of the electron oscillations. Asmentioned previously, the short-scale
length inhibits the generation of higher-order harmonics, but lower orders can still be generated and some
portion of the drop in reflectivity in p polarization is likely due to this production.However, thesemodels
require an immobile ion population. In the event that the ion front ismoving, the point of harmonic generation
moves as well, which disrupts the natural phasematching of harmonic production. This is further evidenced by
the lack of harmonics for both polarizations for the ultrathin targets, as they undergo ionmotion.

4.1. 3DPIC simulations
3D3PPIC simulationswere performed using theOSIRIS code [39], so that further validations can bemade. 2D
simulations are inadequate for this geometry, as the electronmotion due to the laserwill be suppressed for s
polarization [8]. Due tofinite computational resources, the pulse usedwas 22 fs FWHM, so that the entire pulse
could exist in a reasonably sized simulation box. Fully ionized carbon targets with thickness 30 nmand a
preplasma scale length of 50 nmwere used. The constraints for the simulation box present an issue, as the target
thickness cannot be scaledwithout additional computational resources. To examine the influence of the ion
motion, we instead examine the scaling of intensity on a thin foil where low intensity represents the plasma
modeling infinitely thick and high intensity represents the regimewhere radiation pressure is dominant.
Because of this variation, the simulations can only provide qualitative results, though conditions have been
matched to experimental parameters where appropriate.

Laser intensities varied between =a 100 and 120, andwere at a 45 degree incidence angle to the target in a
m1.2 m diameter focal spot. The laser pulse shape is afifth-order polynomial in time and aGaussian in space, and

had both s and p polarization. The cell size was 31.8 nm in each axis, with 64 particles per cell for electrons and 8
particles per cell for ions, and the simulation ran for 65 fs. This is a 3D approach that is similar to the 2DVlasov
simulations done tomodel deformationwith regard to absorption and electron transport [40]. A set of
simulations for both polarizationswhere the ionswere immobile was also performedwith intensity of =a 1000 .
The target was not observed to be underdense during the pulse, nor did the target exhibit relativistic
transparency. Keeping the thickness constant alsomeans having afixed electron areal density, and so the energy
imparted to the ions is dependent primarily on intensity [41].

The radiation pressure imparted to the ionmotion is a function of the intensity over pulse duration. Since
the pulse duration isfixed in these simulations, the intensity itself was scaled to observe the effects of ionmotion.
Shown in figure 7 are the electron temperature and the reflectivity as a function of intensity. The rapid fall-off
with increasing intensity for either polarization demonstrates the enhanced absorption due to the ionmotion.
For the case offixed ions, the reflectivity at high intensity is similar to the case for low intensity, though the
electron temperature does not show the same relative drop, indicating that the ions themselves are absorbing the
laser energy in these intense cases. In addition, as intensity is increased in the simulation, densitymodulations of
the plasma becomemore extreme, such that at higher intensities the shapes of the surfaces are comparable for
both polarizations. The ion-density profile also showsmodulation increasing with intensity, particularly with s
polarization (figure 8).

Indeed, there are strongmodulations present in both polarizations at higher intensities, such that it is
difficult to distinguish the two polarizations. Exploring this parameter space will enable the study of very
interesting problems. For instance, as intensity increases further relativistic transparencywill transfer energy to
the rear of the target andmechanisms such as the breakout afterburner can begin to take place [42]. However, the
onset of relativistic transparencywill occur after considerable heating via radiation pressure, and so the two
mechanismswill be in competition. Alternatively, longer pulse durationswill enable Rayleigh–Taylor and other
fluid instabilities to take place. The simulations presented here show the initial formation of the instability,
though both electrons and ions showedfilamentation by the end of the pulse, highlighting the role of RPA.
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Furthermore, the simulations also show limited center ofmassmotion of the target at the central focus,
suggesting that the reflected beam should not change divergence significantly. Indeed, the Fourier transformof
the reflected pulse has a nearly identical divergence, with<2% laser energy in a small wing to one side. In
addition, the Fourier transformof the reflectedfields at =a 1000 showed a reflectivity of second harmonic
signal of 14.3% and 0.65% for p and s polarizations, respectively, in good agreementwith prior results [28].

5. Conclusions

Since s polarization inhibits the other absorptionmechanisms, radiation pressure is the dominant force that
enables energy transfer to the plasma. The thickness dependence is analogous to plasma pressure balance, and
limits this absorption to plasmas inwhich the radiation pressure is comparable to plasma pressure. It is shown
that for varying target thickness and polarization, the various dominant absorptionmechanisms can be isolated
andmeasured. The drastic change in reflectivity for s polarization shows how strongly the ionmotion can affect
the interaction, and howmuch energy can be transferred in even themost ideal situations.We see a steady
decrease in the reflected light for s polarization as target thickness decreases, indicating the influence of ion
motion.Ultimately, there is little difference between the energy absorbed for ultrathin targets regardless of
polarization. This has implications for ion acceleration, where increased energy absorption into electrons forces
target normal sheath acceleration rather thanRPA, but also for scaling high harmonic generation, since the

Figure 7. 3DPIC simulations for s (red squares) and p (blue diamonds) polarization. (a)Electron temperature and (c) reflectivity of
the fundamental as a function of normalized vector potential. The casewith fixed ions is shownwith crosses. The energy absorbed into
the particles as a function of intensity is shown for (b) electrons and (d) ions. Note that the lines are for visual aid only.

Figure 8. 3DPIC simulations of ion density for s (red) and p (blue) polarization at intensity of (a) =a 100 and (b) =a 1000 . The
target is in the y-z plane, and the spatial units are normalized. The isosurface is taken at a density of n10 crit , and the timestep is at 42.5 fs.
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surface dynamics and ionmotion can alter the properties of the generated x-rays . Careful consideration needs to
be givenwhen using fast focusing optics, otherwise the high intensities cannot be exploited in themanner
desired.
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